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INNOVATION RODEO  
6 POINT PREP
This interactive guide is for innovation team members to construct a strong deck, elevator pitch, 
and a specific ask in advance of the event. All items below should be completed and hard copies 
brought to the in-person support and preparation sessions.

Before you begin, review the Judges Scoring Sheet (Pages 2 + 3)

1. ELEVATOR PITCH
 o Draft using Elevator Pitch Worksheet
 o Test content with 5+ people and revise as 

needed
 o Write a final draft to use

2. DEMAND SIGNAL + MOMENTUM
 o Conduct a Rapid Innovation Survey with 

a digital form such as a Google Forms or 
Survey Monkey. Distribute to Airmen (3+ 
inside your field, 3+ outside your field)
Survey outline:
 § State the goal of this survey (to inform your 

preparation for the Innovation Rodeo Pitch 
Competition)

 § State the problem
 § State your solution
 § Ask these questions:

 � Title
 � Field
 � Name (optional)
 � Do you think this concept is viable?
 � Can you see it being effectively implemented 

within the Air Force?
 � Do you see a demand signal for this concept?
 � Do you have any additional feedback?

 o Draft an outline using the Demand Signal + 
Momentum Worksheet

 o Drop into your pitch deck
 o Test content with 5+ people and revise  

as needed

3. PROBLEM + SOLUTION 
 o Draft using Problem + Solution Worksheet
 o Test content with 5+ people and revise  

as needed

4. TEAM + KEY STAKEHOLDERS
 o Draft using Team + Key Stakeholders 

Worksheet
 o Drop into your pitch deck
 o Test content with 5+ people and revise  

as needed

5. INVESTMENT + ASK
 o Draft using Ask + Investment Worksheet
 o Drop into your pitch deck
 o Test content with 5+ people and revise as 

needed

6. PRESENTATION
 o After completing steps 1-5, write out key 

points on cue cards and practice 
 o 5x in front of a mirror
 o 5x in front of people you are  

comfortable with (friends or family)
 o 5x in front of people outside of your 

comfort zone (peers)

RESOURCES

PITCH DECK TEMPLATE 
mobilizeyourtech.com/pitch

PITCH EXAMPLES 
Reference Past Spark Tank and Innovation Rodeo  
Performances (quick google search)
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CONCEPT
How clear and specific is the overall concept? Is there solid alignment with 
their career field and/or the enterprise at large? 

DEMAND SIGNAL + MOMENTUM
Metrics capturing the need, any existing partnerships, success stories, 
and/or actions already taken.

PROBLEM + SOLUTION
Do they clearly define the specific problem they are solving and how it will 
be solved?

TEAM + KEY STAKEHOLDERS
Is this team a solid champion for their concept? Do they have key 
stakeholders to support next steps and execution?

INVESTMENT + ASK
How clear are they on what they need and does their ask align with 
available resources? (Budget, support, access to additional resources, etc.)

JUDGES SCORING SHEET

2 64 8 10

1 32 4 5

1 32 4 5

1 32 4 5

1 32 4 5

Scoring  
Overview:

1-2 POINTS
Unclear, insufficient,  

unsatisfactory

3-4 POINTS 
Good, clear points, 

acceptable

5 POINTS
Clear, excellent,  

none/few non-essential shortcomings

Pitch Name:

Presenter(s):

Judge Name:

Circle Score

*Double weighted for importance

TOTAL SCORE:                   /30 pointsQUESTIONS + NOTES:
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JUDGES SCORING GUIDE
CONCEPT
Team’s ability to communicate the problem, solution, mission alignment. Consider:
• Is it clear what’s being pitched?
• Are we clear on who it will benefit?
• How compelling was the overall pitch?
 
DEMAND SIGNAL + MOMENTUM
Metrics capturing the need, any existing partnerships, success stories, and/or actions already taken. 
Consider:
• Is there clear evidence of the need? Will the impact scale? 
• Has the team has gathered buy-in?
• Has the team already taken action on their concept?

PROBLEM + SOLUTION
Do they clearly define the specific problem they are solving and how it will be solved?  
Consider:
• How clear is the problem?
• Is the solution feasible within the context of implementation and sustainment?

TEAM + KEY STAKEHOLDERS
Is this team a solid champion for their concept? Do they have key stakeholders to support next steps 
and execution? 
Consider:
• Can the team realistically support the concept past the idea stage?
• Do the stakeholders hold the correct authority to support the concept?
• Are the stakeholders in the position to provide resources and momentum?

INVESTMENT + ASK
How clear are they on what they need and does their ask align with available resources? (Budget, 
support, access to additional resources, etc.) 
Consider:
• Is the team clear on their specific needs?
• Is the budget and sustainment reasonable (if applicable)?
• Does the ask align with current Air Force priorities?
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ELEVATOR PITCH 
MAKE AN IMPRESSION
Your elevator pitch allows your audience to understand your concept and its importance in a way that 
is interesting, memorable and clear in a few short sentences. Think of it as the expedited start to a 
great first-impression.

Our concept, 

is to support

toin

by .

Example:

Our concept, Streamlined Inventory Management System (SIMS), is creating an efficient and dependable inventory 

management system to support Airmen in the Inventory and Issuing divisions of the Air Force to solve multiple cases 

of redundancy and inefficiency by modernizing their processes and adapting to new technology.

Pro Tip:

Use your elevator pitch for decks and combine with your call to action!
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Effective Keywords:

Notes:

(idea description)

(describe benefits briefly)

(functional area) (solve a problem)

(your differentiator/actions)

(a group/audience)

Accomplish
Accurate
Advance
Advantage
Alleviate
Avoid

Build
Complex 
Comprehensive
Connect
Contemporary
Convert

Deliver 
Decrease
Efficient
Experience
Extend
Grow

Improve
Increase
Insight
Maximize
Modernize
Motivate

Objective
Practical
Process
Productive
Reduce
Solution

Strategic
Strong
Sustainable
Systematic
Technology
Valuable
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DEMAND SIGNAL + MOMENTUM

MOMENTUM
List all steps you’ve taken, accomplishments, and tasks completed in alignment with your concept.

DEMAND SIGNAL
What evidence do you have to validate the demand signal? Find out from other individuals, teams, 
or groups if they need the solution. Reference the survey outline on page 1. 
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PROBLEM + SOLUTION

What is the problem? Break it down:

Specific: What do I want to achieve? Achievable: How realistic is this goal?  
What support do I need? 

Relevant: Why is this goal worthwhile? 

Timely: By when do I want to achieve this goal?

Measurable: What are metrics and milestones I 
need to hit?

Who is this affecting? (Reference Demand Signals)

PROBLEM

SOLUTION
How realistic is implementation within the Air Force? Is it SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, 
relevant, timely)?
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KEY STAKEHOLDERS
Name:

Title:

Expertise:

How they’re supporting this concept:

Qualifications: 

Name:

Title:

Expertise:

How they’re supporting this concept:

Qualifications: 

Name:

Title:

Expertise:

How they’re supporting this concept:

Qualifications: 

Name:

Title:

Expertise:

How they’re supporting this concept:

Qualifications: 

Name:

Title:

Expertise:

How they’re supporting this concept:

Qualifications: 

Name:

Title:

Expertise:

How they’re supporting this concept:

Qualifications: 

ADVISORS
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TEAM MEMBERS
Name:

Title:

Expertise:

Innovation Responsibility:

Qualifications: 

Name:

Title:

Expertise:

Innovation Responsibility:

Qualifications: 

Name:

Title:

Expertise:

Innovation Responsibility:

Qualifications: 

Name:

Title:

Expertise:

Innovation Responsibility:

Qualifications: 

Team Lead

Team Lead

Team Lead

Team Lead
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ASK + INVESTMENT

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

Break down your timeline into phases (you may have more or less than 3). Describe what milestones you 
will hit, what the resource/budget requirement is for the phase, and a specific ask. (Ex. Championing from 
leadership, funding, time, etc.)

Milestones:

Milestones:

Milestones:

Specific ask:

Specific ask:

Specific ask:

Resource/Budget:

Resource/Budget:

Resource/Budget:


